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In a nutshell 
• A 5-Day ‘Onsite’ event model that develops and invites 
citizens in the process of creating a Sustainable ‘City 
Vision’. 
• Develop & demonstrate zero energy cities. 
• Motivate & empower end-users to a long term energy 
saving attitude
Value proposition
• Citizens are placed in heart of the creative process to 
develop designs, strategies, guidelines and timelines at 
all city scales.
• TRUST: Citizens need to believe in the process, 
objectives and solutions, no matter how radical or 
unfamiliar. 
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Communication & dissemination
• Education opens the door! 2-week intensive Building 
Technology studio workshop (TU Delft SWAT Studio) 
lands in each Roadshow city 2/3 months before the 







• OWNERSHIP. Citizen’s take ownership of their built 
environment without fear of hidden agendas, 
affiliations or political constraint.







• INDIVIDUAL PERSPECITIVES >
• HOMEGROWN
Replication 
• ‘The Societal Impact Methodology’. International 
Conference on Passive and Low Energy 03-05 July, PLEA 
Edinburgh. 
• Belfast (Northern Ireland), Izmir (Turkey), Dubrovnik 
(Croatia) and Menorca (Spain). Sevilla (Spain 20-24 
Nov). Upcoming Roadshows already programmed 
include Roeselare (Belgium) and Klaipeda (Lithuania).
Q&A and Discussion 
• There are 3 city places left. Would your city like to 
become a Roadshow city before 2019?

